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Deloitte Remediation Factory

To accelerate the management and execution 

of all remediation activities, the remediation 

factory provides a robust and scalable 

workflow environment to streamline and 

standardize the processes. It includes pre-fab 

components and technology for digitization, 

clustering, workflow management and quality 

assurance. This tech enabled approach allows 

the factory to be production ready in no-time.

✓ Audit trail with full data lineage

✓ Monitor workload and time estimate

✓ Solve issue without impacting

the business-as-usual

✓ Embed quality assurance 

through standardization and technology

✓ Leverage technology to 

automate and accelerate

Leveraging a robust and scalable workflow environment to streamline the 
remediation activities and maintain data lineage while closing your data gaps

Accelerate remediations with the Deloitte Remediation Factory

The availability of high-quality data, that is 

fit for use triggers companies to start data 

remediation. The need often arises during 

transformations or due to regulatory 

changes with strict deadlines and high 

data volume. With stakeholders expecting 

swift action, to stay compliant and in 

control, the challenge is to get up-and-

running quickly and effectively.

How to get the job done?

Remediations put stress on companies as both IT and 

business require significant investment to solve both 

retroactively and proactively, within expected 

deadlines. Challenges in every remediation program 

concern scalability and flexibility to accommodate for 

the remediation of different type of gaps. Smart 

handling of data accelerates remediation and is central 

to its success. 

Key questions

❑ How do we minimize impact on business-as-usual?

❑ How do we track progress & identify bottlenecks?

❑ How can we optimize throughput while 

maintaining data lineage?

❑ How do we remain flexible?

❑ How do we separate high/low touch?

❑ Where and how can technology augment or 

automate parts of the process?

Data
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C-level & directors

Remain compliant and in control, running 

a transparent remediation program

Program management

Standardize and accelerate remediation 

to meet stakeholder deadlines 

IT

Help business resolve data issues without 

impacting business-as-usual and reducing 

the overall workload for IT and SME’s

Project management

Manage and execute remediation 

activities, maintaining data lineage, and 

allow for quick scaling

By use case

Solution overview

Accelerate remediations with the Deloitte Remediation Factory

Solution benefits

By role

Financial institutions

Regulatory pressure requires large scale data 

remediation projects in order to stay compliant and 

in control such as KYC, Modelling and Regulatory 

Reporting. The Remediation Factory is a 

configurable solution that combines Deloitte’s risk 

and data expertise with existing pre-fab 

components and technology and application 

expertise. It is scalable and flexible to 

accommodate for the remediation of different 

types of gaps. This workflow environment allows 

you to streamline the remediation activities and 

maintain data lineage while closing your data gaps.

Consumer business

Large scale transformation programs focused on 

digitization, merger and acquisitions activities, or 

new system implementation; all are examples of 

change initiatives that require that your data is in 

order, or otherwise remediated so it is fit for 

purpose and you can rely on its quality. The 

Remediation Factory can be set-up as a 

temporary solution, flexible and scalable to your 

purpose and remediation requirements, without 

impacting business-as-usual. 
✓ Data lineage

Transparent audit trail to ensure data 

quality and the ability to trace back.

✓ Smart use of resources

Automate if possible and support 

manual remediation with technology.

✓ Building blocks

A flexible and scalable workflow 

environment allows for customization 

to specific remediation requirements.

✓ Swift set-up and scaling

Our tech enabled approach enables a 

production ready and scalable factory 

in no-time.
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Remediation factory

Accelerate the management and execution of all remediation activities with a robust and scalable workflow 
environment to streamline the process and maintain data lineage

Deloitte Remediation Factory overview

Preparation

• De-duplication and in/out scope

• Clustering similar cases

• Select appropriate (high/low touch) workflow 
for cases based on data and expert judgement

Remediated Data Storage

• Store remediated data in a 
central data storage to solve 
issues without impacting 
business-as-usual

• Publish remediated data to 
company systems on-demand

Data pipeline

Connect company data sources and 
collect relevant data sources from 
across the organization.

Automated remediation

Manual remediation

If gaps cannot be remediated 
automatically, a manual remediation is 
performed, with accelerator solutions

Automated remediations leveraging 
scripting and various data 
technologies

Quality Assurance

Sample-based or “4 eye”-
reviews based on lane
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